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SUMMARY

This week Roamler launches a new tool - the Grapemonitor. This monitor maps the price
movements of the main European food retailers. It enables companies to get an overview of
the current market and stay up-to-date with the latest developments.

Roamler’s Grapemonitor measures grape prices in Europe on a weekly basis. It also
provides information about the most recent campaigns and promotions. Moreover, the
information is supported by photos of labels and track and trace stickers on boxes. The results
are directly incorporated into an online dashboard, which gives an overview of the latest prices
and promotions.

Know what’s happening

With Roamler’s Grapemonitor companies know exactly what is happening on the shop floor.
Promotions and possible shortages can be recognised immediately. The comparison of prices
allows for better sale prices and higher margins to be achieved. Additionally, it allows grape
specialists to engage in a dialog with the retailer and the supplier. Further, it enables suppliers
to see where their products end up and what payout there is.

Multi-client

The Grapemonitor is Roamler’s first International multi-client monitor. For more than three
years Roamler has collected location-specific information through a community of smartphone
users and it currently operates in 13 countries. Initially the grape monitor will measure grape
prices and promotions and focus on five European countries: Germany, England, France,
Belgium and the Netherlands. In total there will be measurements for 52 weeks, resulting in a
large database of grape pricing at European retailers. In future the focus will be on other
product groups, depending on the number of participating companies. 
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QUOTES

"In just a few clicks you’ll have all the information on grapes in stores, arranged by
country and retailer."
— Christiaan Rijnhout - Roamler
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ABOUT ROAMLER (ENGLISH)

Weuse a mobile workforce - a community of smartphone users - to collectlocation-based information. 

Smartphone users (“Roamlers”) earn money bycompleting small, easy to perform tasks. These tasks vary from
taking a pictureof a product in store to conducting an interview.

Forour customers it’s a quick way to acquire fast, detailed and reliable results.We are capable of providing
information about the availability of products instore, checking their advertised prices or number of facings, and
monitoringin-store promotion. Numerous results can be collected within one day. Clientsof Roamler include vendors,
retailers, market research agencies andgovernmental organisations.

Roamlerwas founded in The Netherlands in June 2011 by Wiggert de Haan and MartijnNijhuis and has its
headquarters in Amsterdam.
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